
None of us can do this alone. I always say that if I could do
this alone, I wouldn’t be sitting here in this proverbial church
basement at 7 AM on a Sunday morning. We need to be
accountable to each other to stay sober in mind, body and
spirit.

The first step begins the beautiful, life-saving journey of
recovery. “We admitted that we were powerless over
alcohol and that our lives had become unmanageable.”
One of the most crucial words in this sentence is “we.” 

If your leg is broken you need a crutch

I always thought that Step 1 was a license to drink. I am
powerless over alcohol, so what can I do? But once I
admitted I am powerless over alcohol, that I am indeed an
alcoholic, then I could work the steps in sequence (what a
novel idea for this rebel) and learn where the power to stay
sober would come from.

We sit in meetings and introduce ourselves as alcoholics.
We say it out loud for everyone in the room to hear. That is
the first step toward surrendering the old life that kept us in
the gutter, lying to friends and family, waking up in strange
places wondering where the car is, and not living the life
our higher power wishes for us.

Alcoholics Anonymous is a rigorous program—a program of
honesty, of showing up for meetings, of doing service, of
being accountable for our behavior. Admitting we are
powerless over alcohol makes it that much easier to
dedicate ourselves to our recovery.

Not only are we powerless over alcohol, we come to learn
that we are powerless over just about everything except our
own reactions to things. We pray for serenity in every
meeting because serenity helps keep us sober. We need to
be free from anger and resentment to stay sober. Thinking
that we can change other people’s behavior is a sure way
to not live in serenity.
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Powerlessness and Accountability
Acceptance doesn’t mean that you like it

A program friend of mine was very upset with how her
goddaughter was living. We were talking about
acceptance of her goddaughter’s choices. My friend said it
felt like accepting it meant that she liked it. I said
acceptance doesn’t mean that you like it, it just means that
you are powerless over it. That resonated and she could
let go of some of the fear.

The second part of Step 1 is the idea of unmanageability.
When I first contemplated 12-Step recovery, I thought it
was a crutch and I should be able to do this on my own.
But if your leg is broken you need a crutch. If your life is
broken, you need a crutch, but first you have to admit that
your life is broken.

“I’m not that bad.” “I don’t drink as much as Joe.” “I’ve
never had a DUI.” “I always hold down a job.” There are so
many reasons why we can’t admit that our lives have
become unmanageable, but everyone has their own
personal bottom. If you have ever gone to an A. A.
meeting, or thought about going to an A. A. meeting, trust
that little feeling in your gut that you need help.
 
The Big Book talks about alcoholics as being maladjusted
to life. Relief washed over me when I heard those works
spoken aloud. I was not alone. There were words for how I
felt. My life was unmanageable in so many ways, even
though it didn’t always look that way from the outside.
There is no shame in admitting that we need help. It is the
first step to recovery and living the healthy life that the
universe desires for us.     

Judy G. Click Here 

https://aasfmarin.org/step-1-powerlessness-and-accountability
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A.A. members in District 43 of Northern Illinois publish this newsletter. Its
mission is to keep members informed of local events and service

activities, to share experiences and strength in recovery from alcoholism,
and its impact on our families. Opinions expressed in Groupvine are

those of their authors only and not necessarily those of A.A. Send
articles, ideas, or questions to: district43groupvine@gmail.com. Your

comments are most welcome and encouraged.

What does toast wear to
bed? JAMmies.

My mixed-breed dog can
find anything. She's a
Labragoogle.

Employer to job candidate:
"Can you explain the gap on
your resume?" Candidate:
"Sure. The gap is an
international retailer that
sells apparel for women,
men and children, founded
in....."

I was in an intense Oragami
competition but I folded
under pressure. 

 

 
 

Remembering 
The 7th Month
Step 7:
Humbly asked Him to remove our
shortcomings. 

Tradition 7: 
Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-
supporting, declining outside
contributions.

Saturday, July 15th, 11am-3:30pm
Foxhall Summer Picnic
Centennial Beach 
500 Jackson Ave., Naperville
Bring a side dish to share!

Wednesday, July 19th,  7-8pm
District 43 Business Meeting
ZOOM Meeting ID: 965 6659 0236
Password: 932879

FUNNY BUSINESS
Save the Dates!

Visit the CALENDAR page on the District 43
website for flyers and more information!

aa-nia-dist43.org


